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for Volume 30, Number 1, are numbered: 30.1.1, 30.1.2, 30.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there is an author index in Volume 13,
Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1. An online index of all abstracts that have
appeared in Historia Mathematica since 1974 is now available at http://historiamathematicaabstracts.
questu.ca/.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there are abstracts
by Francine Abeles (Union, NJ), Timothy B. Carroll (Ypsilanti, MI), Andrew B. Perry (Springfield, MA),
Laura Martini, Kim Plofker, and Duncan J. Melville.
General
Bauer, Jörg. See #36.3.32.
Bierstedt, Klaus; and Bonet, José. On the mathematical work of Jean Schmets. Bulletin of the Belgian Mathe-
matical Society. Simon Stevin 14 (3) (2007), 385–405. This paper provides the main points in the professional career
of Jean Schmets and analyzes his mathematical work. (LM) #36.3.1
Bloch, William Goldbloom. The Unimaginable Mathematics of Borges’ Library of Babel, Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2008, xx+192 pp. In this entertaining book for a general reader, ideas from combinatorics, graph theory,
measure theory, and geometry are introduced via the device of imagining Borges’ unimaginable library of all possible
books. Among the results are that the library must be its own catalog and that the library together with a librarian form
a Turing machine. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Zentralblatt MATH 1152.01013. (DJM) #36.3.2
Bondesson, Lennart; Grandell, Jan; and Peetre, Jaak. The life and work of Olof Thorin (1912–2004). Proceed-
ings of the Estonian Academy of Sciences 57 (1) (2008), 18–25. This paper consists of a review of Olof Thorin’s
contributions to probability theory, actuarial mathematics, and mathematical analysis. (LM) #36.3.3
0315-0860/2009 Published by Elsevier Inc.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2009.04.001
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Bongiovanni, Vincenzo. Étude historique des premières caractérisations des coniques [Historical study of the
first characterizations of conics]. Revista Brasileira de História da Matemática 1 (2007), 439–462. The author poses
a series of questions involving definitions, characterizations and properties of conics and seeks the evolution of the
answers. The study covers from the Greeks to the seventeenth century, passing through Islamic, Medieval and Renais-
sance mathematics. (DJM) #36.3.4
Buck, Peter. See #36.3.6.
Calzolari, N. Antonio Zampolli and computational linguistics. With a bibliography compiled by Gabriella
Pardelli and Paola Orsini. Archives of Control Sciences 15 (4) (2005), 497–517. The author discusses Antonio Zam-
polli’s contributions to computational linguistics and provides some hints for an historical overview of computational
linguistics itself. (LM) #36.3.5
Cohen, I. Bernard. The Triumph of Numbers. How Counting Shaped Modern Life. With a foreword by Peter Buck,
New York: W.W. Norton & Co. Inc., 2006, 209 pp. The last book of I. Bernard Cohen is an engaging general volume
dealing with applications of numbers, principally statistics, to the natural and social worlds, especially the latter.
Cohen touches on such characters as Kepler, Leeuwenhoek, Thomas Jefferson, Quetelet, and Florence Nightingale.
See the review by Dean Rickles in Mathematical Reviews 2428999 (2009c:01001). (DJM) #36.3.6
Cooke, Roger. Classical Algebra. Its Nature, Origins, and Uses, Hoboken, NJ: Wiley–Interscience, 2008,
xii+206 pp. The author seeks to bridge the gap between high school algebra and abstract algebra as taught in univer-
sity. A sequence of eleven chapters introduces historical background and mathematical steps conveying the essence
of classical polynomial algebra. See the extensive review by Peter M. Neumann in Mathematical Reviews 2382998
(2009b:00001). (DJM) #36.3.7
Corcoran, John. Notes on the founding of logics and metalogic: Aristotle, Boole, and Tarski, in #36.3.27,
pp. 143–176. The author compares Aristotle’s logical system with that of Boole, and uses concepts formalized by
Tarski to provide a modern perspective on both systems. (DJM) #36.3.8
Cusick, Larry W. Archimedean quadrature redux. Mathematics Magazine 81 (2) (2008), 83–95. Archimedes
determined the area bounded by a parabolic arc and a line segment by comparing the parabolic area with a related
triangular area. The author suggests that there is interesting geometric content in the comparison technique, and
illustrates this with some new results. (DJM) #36.3.9
Dars, Jean-François; Lesne, Annick; and Papillault, Anne, eds. The Unravelers. Mathematical Snapshots. Trans-
lated by Vivienne Méla, Wellesley, MA: AK Peters, 2008, vii+197 pp. This volume provides an account of the inner
life of the Institut des Hautes Études Scientifiques in France. It includes fifty portraits of scientists and discusses their
personal histories, hopes, and ideas concerning mathematics. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt
MATH 1153.01018. (LM) #36.3.10
Dawidowicz, Antoni Leon. Series in the past and the present [in Polish], in #36.3.42, pp. 7–14. #36.3.11
Dickenstein, Alicia. About the cover: A hidden praise of mathematics. Bulletin of the American Mathematical
Society 46 (1) (2009), 125–129. The cover shows Einstein’s handwritten first page for the manuscript to his main
article on general relativity published in the Annalen der Physik. Here, Einstein lays out his debt to the mathematicians
who have created the tools that he needed to develop his theory. However, this first page does not appear in some of
the German reprints and many of the English translations of the article. (DJM) #36.3.12
Dyson, Freeman. Birds and frogs. Notices of the American Mathematical Society 56 (2) (2009), 212–223. The
author divides mathematicians into birds with broad vision and frogs that see detail and solve individual problems. Cit-
ing René Descartes and Francis Bacon as prototypical bird and frog, the author includes many personal reminiscences
of twentieth-century mathematicians while exploring his classification. (DJM) #36.3.13
Eastwood, Michael G.; and Gover, A. Rod. The research of Thomas P. Branson. SIGMA. Symmetry, Integrability
and Geometry: Methods and Applications 4 (2008), Paper 037, 7 pages, electronic only. This paper provides a short
overview of Thomas P. Branson’s mathematical legacy and includes his bibliography. (LM) #36.3.14
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cal culture]. Bollettino della Unione Matematica Italiana. Serie VIII. Sezione A. La Matematica nella Società e nella
Cultura 7 (2) (2004), 249–273. The author provides examples from movies, newspapers and books to illustrate re-
cent contributions of mathematics to general culture. See the review by Mircea Crâs¸ma˘reanu in Zentralblatt MATH
1150.01011. (DJM) #36.3.15
Falguera, José L. See #36.3.27.
Fefferman, Charles. The work of Terence Tao, in #36.3.33, pp. 78–86. The author discusses the work of Fields
medalist Terence Tao in Kakeya problem, nonlinear Schrödinger equation, and arithmetic progressions of primes. See
the review by Štefan Porubský in Zentralblatt MATH 1151.01012. (LM) #36.3.16
Felder, Giovanni. The work of Andrei Okounkov, in #36.3.33, pp. 55–64. The author analyzes Andrei Ok-
ounkov’s work on the theory of Gromov–Witten invariants, Donaldson–Thomas invariants, random partitions, con-
nection of planar dimer models with real algebraic geometry, random surfaces, and Harnack curves. See the review
by Štefan Porubský in Zentralblatt MATH 1151.01013. (LM) #36.3.17
Goodman, Gerald S. The problem of the broken stick reconsidered. Mathematical Intelligencer 30 (3) (2008),
43–49. A rod is marked at random at two points, then divided into three parts at these points. This problem requires a
proof that the probability of forming a triangle with the pieces is 1/4. Originating in a Cambridge University Tripos
examination (1854), the problem came to France where it was first published in 1875 in an article by É. Lemoine using
a combinatorial approach. Later solvers who published their work include H. Poincaré in 1896, P. Lévy in 1939, and
B. de Finetti in 1964. They reinterpreted the meaning of “breaking a stick at random” and developed new methods for
its solution. (FA) #36.3.18
Gover, A. Rod. See #36.3.14.
Grandell, Jan. See #36.3.3.
Grattan-Guinness, Ivor. Solving Wigner’s mystery: The reasonable (though perhaps limited) effectiveness of
mathematics in the natural sciences. Mathematical Intelligencer 30 (3) (2008), 7–17. The author discusses the physi-
cist Eugene Wigner’s article from 1960 countering his claim by showing that many uses of mathematics are reasonable
although limited in content and not free from ineffectiveness. Grattan-Guinness takes his argument further by provid-
ing instances of the effectiveness of the natural sciences in mathematics and by analyzing the central role theories, as
such, play in both mathematics and the sciences. His focus is on advanced concepts in mathematics from the 19th and
20th centuries. An extensive bibliography is included. (FA) #36.3.19
Gui, Dehuai. On the origin of the number zero [in Chinese]. Journal of Huzhou Teachers College 29 (1) (2007),
36–39. Compares Babylonian, Mayan, Indian, Arab, and Chinese contexts and concepts in the development of zero.
(KP) #36.3.20
Hopcroft, John. The work of Jon Kleinberg, in #36.3.33, pp. 97–108. This paper is a eulogy for Jon Kleinberg. It
includes a discussion of several contributions based on methods from probability, random graphs and matrix theory.
See the review by Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze in Zentralblatt MATH 1151.01016. (LM) #36.3.21
Iwaniec, Henryk. See #36.3.35; and #36.3.36.
Joseph, George Gheverghese. A brief history of zero. Ta¯rı¯kh-e ‘Elm: Iranian Journal for the History of Science
6 (2008), 37–48. The author provides a brief description of the westward journey of the Indian zero, as well as a
comparative analysis of the Mayan zero, and some questions on several concepts captured by zero. (DJM) #36.3.22
Kadison, Richard V. Irving Kaplansky’s role in mid-twentieth century functional analysis. Notices of the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society 55 (2) (2008), 216–225. The author provides an account of the history of Irving Kaplansky’s
interests in functional analysis and its practitioners as he personally experienced it. (LM) #36.3.23
Kvasz, Ladislav. Patterns of Change. Linguistic Innovations in the Development of Classical Mathematics (Sci-
ence Networks. Historical Studies 36), Basel: Birkhäuser, 2008, xviii+261 pp. The author identifies three “patterns of
change” in mathematical language to guide historical and philosophical reconstruction of the development of math-
ematical disciplines. He terms these patterns “re-codings”, “relativizations”, and “re-formulations”, i.e., introduction
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and deliberate revisions of mathematical statements such as definitions or theorems to modify the scope of their
application. See the review by Hans Fischer in Zentralblatt MATH 1153.01002. (KP) #36.3.24
Lesne, Annick. See #36.3.10.
Lomp, Christian; and Wisbauer, Robert. Kostia Beidar’s contributions to module and ring theory, in: Chebotar,
Mikhail et al., eds., Rings and Nearrings. Proceedings of the international conference of algebra in memory of Kostia
Beidar, Tainan, Taiwan, March 6–12, 2005, Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2007, pp. 73–93. This paper discusses Kostia
Beidar’s contributions to module and ring theory and provides an account of his papers on Hopf algebras. (LM)
#36.3.25
Majer, Ulrich. The relation of logic and intuition in Kant’s philosophy of science, particularly geometry, in:
Carson, Emily et al., eds., Intuition and the Axiomatic Method (Western Ontario Series in Philosophy of Science 70),
Dordrecht: Springer, 2006, pp. 47–66. The question posed is whether intuition was just a “surrogate” and geometry
needed mathematical logic or geometry was “beyond first order logic and discursive thinking”. The author and others
argue for the second case. The author argues that despite Hilbert’s axiomatic approach, his work was concerned with
the analysis of space intuition. See the review by L. Borzacchini in Zentralblatt MATH 1147.01001. (TBC)
#36.3.26
Martínez, Concha; Falguera, José L.; and Sagüillo, José, eds. Current Topics in Logic and Analytic Philosophy.
Papers from the Colloquium on Logic and Analytic Philosophy Held in Santiago de Compostela, 2001–2005, Santiago
de Compostela: Universidade de Santiago de Compostela, 2007, 288 pp. The collection of fifteen papers includes the
following with historical content listed or abstracted separately as #36.3.8; #36.3.176; and #36.3.179. (DJM)
#36.3.27
Méla, Vivienne. See #36.3.10.
Nagarajan, K.R.; and Sridharan, R. On Brahmagupta’s and Kummer’s quadrilaterals. Elemente der Mathematik
61 (2) (2006), 45–57. Surveys the history of the mathematical study of plane figures with integer or rational side
lengths and/or areas, beginning with Pythagorean triples. The formulas of Brahmagupta in the seventh century for
finding right triangles and quadrilaterals satisfying such constraints are examined, along with the nineteenth-century
work of Ernst Kummer to generalize these methods. (KP) #36.3.28
Narkiewicz, Władysław. See #36.3.35; and #36.3.36.
Newman, Charles M. The work of Wendelin Werner, in #36.3.33, pp. 88–95. The author discusses the work
of Wendelin Werner in Brownian paths and intersection exponents, conformal probability theory, Brownian fron-
tier, loop-erased walks, and percolation. See the review by Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze in Zentralblatt MATH
1151.01018. (LM) #36.3.29
Orsini, Paola. See #36.3.5.
Padovani, Flavia. See #36.3.31.
Papillault, Anne. See #36.3.10.
Pardelli, Gabriella. See #36.3.5.
Peetre, Jaak. See #36.3.3.
Pickover, Clifford A. Archimedes to Hawking. Laws of Science and the Great Minds Behind Them, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2008, xiv+514 pp. The author describes over forty physical laws, from Archimedes’ Law of
Buoyancy to Hubble’s Law of Cosmic Expansion by way of Newton, Faraday, Ohm, Curie, and Planck, explaining
the science behind each law and including biographical information. (DJM) #36.3.30
Pont, Jean-Claude; and Padovani, Flavia, eds. Collected Works of Charles-François Sturm. Including lectures
presented at the colloquium dedicated to Charles-François Sturm on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of his birth,
Geneva, Switzerland, September 2003, Basel: Birkhäuser, 2009, x+808 pp. This volume is a collection of papers
presented at the colloquium organized in Sturm’s memory on the occasion of the 200th anniversary of his birth. It also
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renowned experts. (LM) #36.3.31
Pugh, Clive. See #36.3.40.
Reps, Thomas; Sagiv, Mooly; and Bauer, Jörg. An appreciation of the work of Reinhard Wilhelm, in: Reps,
Thomas et al., eds., Program Analysis and Compilation, Theory and Practice. Essays dedicated to Reinhard Wilhelm
on the occasion of his 60th birthday (Lecture Notes in Computer Science 4444), Berlin: Springer, 2007, pp. 1–11.
This paper discusses Wilhelm’s research contributions in the areas of programming languages, compilers and com-
piler generators, static program analysis, program transformation, algorithm animation, and real-time systems. (LM)
#36.3.32
Sagiv, Mooly. See #36.3.32.
Sagüillo, José. See #36.3.27.
Sanz-Solé, Marta; Soria, Javier; Varona, Juan Luis; and Verdera, Joan, eds. Proceedings of the International
Congress of Mathematicians (ICM), Madrid, Spain, August 22–30, 2006, volume I, Plenary lectures and ceremonies,
Zürich: European Mathematical Society (EMS), 2007, ix+834 pp. Items in this collection with historical content are
listed separately as #36.3.16; #36.3.17; #36.3.21; and #36.3.29. (LM) #36.3.33
Satsangi, Prem Saran. Autobiographical retrospectives. International Journal of General Systems 35 (2) (2006),
127–167. The systems theorist P.S. Satsangi describes his education, professional development, and metaphysical
explorations in the fields of systems theory and consciousness studies. See the review by S.L. Singh in Zentralblatt
MATH 1149.01019. (KP) #36.3.34
Schinzel, Andrzej. Andrzej Schinzel Selecta. Vol. I. Diophantine Problems and Polynomials. Edited by Henryk
Iwaniec, Władysław Narkiewicz and Jerzy Urbanowicz, Zürich: European Mathematical Society, 2007, xiv+858 pp.
The first volume of Schinzel’s selected works is a selection of his papers on Diophantine equations and integral
forms, continued fractions, algebraic number theory, polynomials in one variable, polynomials in several variables,
and Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem, with commentaries. See the review by R.C. Baker in Mathematical Reviews
2383194 (2009a:11004a). (LM) #36.3.35
Schinzel, Andrzej. Andrzej Schinzel Selecta. Vol. II. Elementary, Analytic and Geometric Number Theory. Edited
by Henryk Iwaniec, Władysław Narkiewicz and Jerzy Urbanowicz, Zürich: European Mathematical Society, 2007,
i–x+859–1393 pp. The second volume of Schinzel’s selected works is a selection of his papers on arithmetic functions,
divisibility and congruences, primitive divisors, prime numbers, analytic number theory, and geometry of numbers,
with commentaries. See the review by R.C. Baker in Mathematical Reviews 2383194 (2009a:11004b). (LM)
#36.3.36
Sofronov, I.D. Selected Works. Mathematical Modeling and Computer Systems [in Russian], Sarov: FGUP
“Rossiı˘skiı˘ Federal’nyı˘ Yadernyı˘ Tsentr–Vserossiı˘skiı˘ Nauchno-Issledovatel’skiı˘ Institut Éksperimental’noı˘ Fiziki”,
2005, 565 pp. This book contains I.D. Sofronov’s selected scientific works in mathematics, programming and com-
puter technology starting with his work on singular integral equations and concluding with two jointly authored articles
on modelling. (LM) #36.3.37
Sridharan, R. See #36.3.28.
Suzuki, Jeff. A brief history of impossibility. Mathematics Magazine 81 (1) (2008), 27–38. This article gives a
brief history of four famous straightedge and compass construction problems: trisecting the angle; duplicating the
cube, squaring the circle, and inscribing a regular heptagon in a circle. See the review by Alan S. McRae in Mathe-
matical Reviews 2380055 (2009c:01004). (AP) #36.3.38
Thiele, Rüdiger. Von der Bernoullischen Brachistochrone zum Kalibrator-Konzept. Ein historischer Abriß zur
Entstehung der Feldtheorie in der Variationsrechnung (hinreichende Bedingungen in der Variationsrechnung) [From
Bernoulli’s Brachistochrone to the Concept of Calibration. A Historical Outline of the Rise of Field Theory in the
Calculus of Variations (Sufficient Conditions in Variational Calculus)] (De Diversis Artibus 80), Turnhout: Brepols
Publishers, 2007, 828 pp. Given the large domain covered by calculus of variations, Thiele has restricted his focus
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brachistochrone problem through Weierstrass’ solution of the one-dimensional standard problem via the introduction
of field theory. From there he traces the developments of the required concepts and definitions and generalizations
of the problem to n dimensions and related issues. The book is a work of careful scholarship with many of the
references pointing to unpublished sources. See the review by Karl-Heinz Schlote in Mathematical Reviews 2376766
(2009c:01011). (DJM) #36.3.39
Urbanowicz, Jerzy. See #36.3.35; and #36.3.36.
Vardulakis, Antonis; and Pugh, Clive. Plato’s hidden theorem on the distribution of primes. Mathematical In-
telligencer 30 (3) (2008), 61–63. The author’s formulation of Plato’s theorem is: Let 3 < P < Q where P , Q are
successive primes. Then each integer r < Q divides P !. The passages, 737e and 738, that conceal this arrangement
of prime numbers were discovered in Book 5 of Plato’s Laws by the late Andreas Zachariou and his wife, Eleni. The
authors include a translation of the passage into English and a proof of a stronger theorem provided by the referee of
this article. (FA) #36.3.40
Weil, André. Number Theory. An Approach through History from Hammurapi to Legendre, Basel: Birkhäuser,
2007, xii+376 pp. Reprint of the 1984 edition. A reissue of Weil’s excellent number theory book that presents the




sław, Witold, ed. Abelian Mathematics—on the Bicentenary of the Birth of Niels Henrik Abel (1802–1829)





cz: Pan´stwowa Wyz˙sza Szkoła Zawodowa, 2004, 170 pp. The articles from this conference pro-
ceedings, all in Polish, are listed separately as #36.3.11; #36.3.116; #36.3.118; #36.3.121; #36.3.122; #36.3.130;
#36.3.136; #36.3.144; #36.3.160; #36.3.162; #36.3.166; and #36.3.181. (DJM) #36.3.42
Wisbauer, Robert. See #36.3.25.
Wu, Hung-Hsi. Historical development of the Gauss–Bonnet theorem. Science in China. Series A. Mathematics
51 (4) (2008), 777–784. This is an excellent, very well written, concise survey on the Gauss–Bonnet theorem and its
contemporary developments. See the review by Liviu Ornea in Mathematical Reviews 2395422 (2009b:53001). (AP)
#36.3.43
See also: #36.3.52; and #36.3.55.
Mesopotamia
Krebernik, Manfred. See #36.3.44.
Oelsner, Joachim. See #36.3.44.
Proust, Christine. Tablettes mathématiques de la collection Hilprecht. Avec la collaboration de Manfred Kre-
bernik et Joachim Oelsner [Mathematical Tablets from the Hilprecht Collection. With the Collaboration of Manfred
Krebernik and Joachim Oelsner] (Texte und Materialien der Hilprecht Collection 8), Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Ver-
lag, 2008, ix+166 pp. Hilprecht excavated Nippur in the late 19th century. Among the finds were thousands of school
tablets, including many mathematical ones. Some of these became part of his personal collection, and passed to the
University of Jena upon his death in 1925. Only a few of them have ever been published. Here, Proust presents
the entire corpus in copy and transliteration, along with critical commentary. The volume includes a CD with color
photographs of all the tablets. (DJM) #36.3.44
India
Chauhan, Manchal; and Sharma, V.K. Some geometrical constructions from ¯Apastambha ´Sulba Su¯tra. Acta Cien-
cia Indica, Mathematics 33 (3) (2007), 777–786. Describes some techniques in an ancient Indian ritual geometry text
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equal in area to the sum or difference of two given squares. (KP) #36.3.45
Divakaran, P.P. The first textbook of calculus: Yuktibha¯s
.
a¯. Journal of Indian Philosophy 35 (5–6) (2007), 417–
443. Describes the historical context and mathematical content, with translated excerpts, of the prose exposition
Yuktibha¯s
.




hadeva in the mid-sixteenth century. The article examines the work’s
sophisticated derivations, employing the medieval Kerala school’s applications of infinite series and infinitesimal
methods to explain results in geometry and trigonometry, in the light of linguistic conventions in Indian mathematics
and of the early modern European developments generally known as “calculus” today. See the review by Victor V.
Pambuccian in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01007 (where the journal issue is misidentified as 34 (1–2) (2006)). (KP)
#36.3.46
Kadvany, John. Positional value and linguistic recursion. Journal of Indian Philosophy 35 (5–6) (2007), 487–520.
Examines positional notation as a crucial feature of both ancient Indian decimal place-value computation and classical
Sanskrit grammar. The generative grammar of Pa¯n
.
ini (late first millennium BCE) is explored as a generalizable formal
system that can in theory represent any algorithm or axiomatic structure. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in
Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01008 (where the journal issue is misidentified as 34 (1–2) (2006)). (KP) #36.3.47
Narasimha, Roddam. Epistemology and language in Indian astronomy and mathematics. Journal of Indian Phi-
losophy 35 (5–6) (2007), 521–541; errata 36 (2008), 529. Analyzes the epistemology underlying the mathematical




ha Somaya¯jin in the fifteenth/sixteenth centuries, and its core concepts as
expressed by Sanskrit technical terms. “The discussion is centered around (i) the absence of formal deductions from
a given set of axioms in this epistemology, conclusions being derived from observation and calculation, and (ii) equa-
tions as an artificial language.” See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01009 (where the
journal issue is misidentified as 34 (1–2) (2006)). (KP) #36.3.48
Sharma, V.K. See #36.3.45.
See also: #36.3.22; #36.3.28; and #36.3.34.
China
Bai, Xin. See #36.3.55.
Blue, Gregory. See #36.3.53.
Chemla, Karine. Artificial languages in the mathematics of ancient China. Journal of Indian Philosophy 34 (1–2)
(2006), 31–56. The author shows that an artificial language in a mathematical context can be expressed in a natural
language rather than a symbolic system. The first chapter Li Ye’s “Sea-mirror of the circle measurements” is used as
an example. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01004. (TBC) #36.3.49
Dauben, Joseph W. Suan Shu Shu. A book on numbers and computations. Translated from the Chinese and with
commentary by Joseph W. Dauben. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 62 (2) (2008), 91–178. A complete English
translation and extensive critical commentary of the oldest extant Chinese mathematical work, found in a disarranged
collection of some 200 bamboo strips in a tomb in 1984. The work was previously unknown. See the review by
J.-C. Martzloff in Zentralblatt MATH 1153.01004. (DJM) #36.3.50
Engelfriet, Peter. See #36.3.53.
Feng, Lisheng. See #36.3.55.
Gan, Xiangyang. The work and idea of algorithm analysis in Liu’s commentaries to the “Arithmetic in Nine
Sections” [in Chinese]. Journal of Hunan Institute of Science and Technology. Natural Sciences 20 (3) (2007), 5–8,
64. Liu Hui’s third-century CE commentary on the Jiuzhang suanshu or Nine Chapters is examined as an example of
algorithm analysis. For instance, Liu assessed the efficiency of different algorithms by comparing the number of suan
or operations that they required. (KP) #36.3.51
300 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313Huang, Yunpeng. The interaction of history of mathematics, mathematics of education and development of math-
ematics [in Chinese]. Journal of Northwest University. Natural Sciences Edition 37 (1) (2007), 169–172. Explores the
relationship among history of mathematics, mathematics education and development of mathematics, illustrated by
the seventh-century Suan jing shi shu or Ten Mathematical Manuals. (KP) #36.3.52
Jami, Catherine; Engelfriet, Peter; and Blue, Gregory, eds. Statecraft and Intellectual Renewal in Late Ming
China. The Cross-cultural Synthesis of Xu Guangqi (1562–1633). Papers from the international conference
“Xu Guangqi (1562–1633), Late Ming Scholar and Statesman” held in Paris, March 20–23, 1995, Leiden: Brill,
2001, x+466 pp. This volume provides a detailed profile of Xu Guangqi, one of the first promoters of Western sci-
ence in China and analyzes his activities in their Chinese and Western social, intellectual, and cultural context. (LM)
#36.3.53
Zhang, Na; and Xu, Zelin. Versions comparison between China and Japan of Sanpo Tenshoho Shinan in Gu-
jin Suanxue Congshu [in Chinese]. Journal of Guangxi University for Nationalities. Natural Science Edition 13 (2)
(2007), 10–15. The 1810 text on wasan or Japanese mathematics titled Sanpo¯ Tensho¯ho¯ Shinan, by Aida Yasuaki, was
redacted in Chinese in the 1898 mathematical collection Gujin Suanxue Congshu of Liu Duo. The article discusses
the Chinese version and interactions between Chinese and Japanese mathematics in the late Qing Dynasty. (KP)
#36.3.54
Xu, Zelin. See #36.3.54.
Yao, Yuan; Feng, Lisheng; and Bai, Xin. Journal of Tsinghua University the foundation for history of mathemat-
ics laying [in Chinese]. Journal of Northwest University. Natural Sciences Edition 37 (4) (2007), 680–684. An article
published by the renowned twentieth-century physicist Ye Qisun in volume 2 of the Journal of Tsinghua University is
regarded as a pioneering work in the history and pedagogy of mathematics in China. (KP) #36.3.55
See also: #36.3.57; and #36.3.62.
Islamic/Islamicate
Calvo, Emilia; and Puig, Roser. The universal plate revisited. Suhayl 6 (2006), 113–157. The authors give a
detailed study of the description by Ish
.
aq b. Sı¯d (Rabiçag) of Ibn Khalaf’s universal plate. Deriving their interpretation
from a Castilian text translated from an Arabic original, the authors argue that the description matches surviving
drawings. See the review by H. Guggenheimer in Zentralblatt MATH 1152.01002. (DJM) #36.3.56
Liu, Lin; and Yang, Shuhui. The preliminary discussion about the source of Omar Khayyam’s Algebra [in Chi-
nese]. Journal of Guangxi University for Nationalities. Natural Science Edition 13 (2) (2007), 6–9. Examines the
influence of Greek “geometrical algebra” and other mathematical traditions on the Algebra, arguing for Chinese
mathematics as the source of its extraction techniques in algebra. (KP) #36.3.57
Mamedov, Eminaga M.; and Mezhlumbekova, Valeria F. On the work by Nasir Ad-Din Tusi “Treatise on arith-
metic and algebra”. Proceedings of Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics. National Academy of Sciences of
Azerbaijan 26 (2007), 99–104. The treatise gives instruction in techniques of computation in arithmetic and alge-
bra up to quadratic equations. It does not contain proofs. See the review by H. Guggenheimer in Zentralblatt MATH
1152.01003. (DJM) #36.3.58
Mezhlumbekova, Valeria F. See #36.3.58.
Oaks, Jeffrey A. Medieval Arabic algebra as an artificial language. Journal of Indian Philosophy 35 (5–6) (2007),
543–575. A survey of Arabic algebra. It describes why Arabic algebra remained a method of solving specific problems
rather than a general theory as the Greeks accomplished with geometry. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in
Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01005 (where the journal issue is misidentified as 34 (1–2) (2006)). (TBC) #36.3.59
Puig, Roser. See #36.3.56.
Rosenfeld, Boris. A second supplement to mathematicians, astronomers, and other scholars of Islamic civilisation
and their works (17th–19th c.). Suhayl 6 (2006), 9–79. This paper is a continuation of the first supplement published
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313 301by the author in a previous issue of the same journal. See the review by H. Guggenheimer in Zentralblatt MATH
1152.01004. (DJM) #36.3.60
Savadi, Fateme. A Persian treatise on the determination of the sine of one degree [in Persian]. Ta¯rı¯kh-e ‘Elm:
Iranian Journal for the History of Science 6 (2008), 69–105 (Persian). The paper concerns a Persian treatise by an




ı¯za¯da’s method for determining the sine of one degree. (DJM)
#36.3.61
Sheng, Xiaoming. See #36.3.62.
Yang, Shuhui; and Sheng, Xiaoming. The study of double false—Solution of Al-Karaji linear equation group
[in Chinese]. Journal of Shenyang Normal University. Natural Science Edition 25 (2) (2007), 158–160. Compares
double false position methods of equation solving in the work of al-Karaji and in the Chinese tradition. (KP)
#36.3.62
Yang, Shuhui. See #36.3.57.
See also: #36.3.9; #36.3.67; and #36.3.88.
Other Non-Western
Dyson, Freeman. See #36.3.63.
Hidetoshi, Fukagawa; and Rothman, Tony. Sacred Mathematics. Japanese Temple Geometry. With a foreword
by Freeman Dyson, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008, xviii+348 pp. This book presents Japanese
votive tablets, including color reproductions. It contains information on the history of Japan, the abacus, the Chinese
foundations of Japanese mathematics, a presentation of famous Japanese arithmetics and geometrical books related
to the subject, problems found on votive tablets with their mathematical solutions, and a translation of the travel
diary of the mathematician Yamaguchi Kanza (1781–1850). See the review by J.-C. Martzloff in Zentralblatt MATH
1153.01006. (LM) #36.3.63
Pommerening, Tanja. Die altägyptischen Hohlmaße, Hamburg: Helmut Buske Verlag, 2005, 504 pp. An extensive
study of ancient Egyptian capacity measurements, combining sources from texts, archaeology and reliefs. See the
review by Annette Imhausen in MAA Reviews http://www.maa.org/maa reviews/dah.html. (DJM) #36.3.64
Rothman, Tony. See #36.3.63.
See also: #36.3.22; and #36.3.54.
Antiquity
Lehoux, Daryn. Logic, physics, and prediction in Hellenistic philosophy: x happens, but y?, in: Löwe, Benedikt
et al., eds. Foundations of the Formal Sciences IV. The History of the Concept of the Formal Sciences. Papers of the 4th
Conference, FotFS IV, Bonn, Germany, February 14–17, 2003 (Studies in Logic (London) 3), London: King’s College
Publications, 2006, pp. 125–142. The relationship between logic and physics in Cicero’s works is discussed. The aim
is to show the interdependence between logic and natural philosophy against a simple empirical approach. See the
review by L. Borzacchini in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01003. (TBC) #36.3.65
Rashed, Roshdi. Lire les anciens textes mathématiques. Le cinquième livre des Coniques d’Apollonius [Reading
ancient mathematical texts: The fifth book of Apollonius’ Conics]. Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche
27 (2) (2007), 265–288. Rashed presents and evaluates three possible models for reading and commenting on Greek
mathematical texts, using the fifth book of Apollonius’ Conics as an example. (DJM) #36.3.66
See also: #36.3.4; #36.3.8; #36.3.9; and #36.3.40.
Middle Ages
Burnett, Charles. The semantics of Indian numerals in Arabic, Greek and Latin. Journal of Indian Philosophy
34 (1–2) (2006), 15–30. The impact of decimal place-value numerals on medieval Western scholars’ thinking about
302 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313calculation is discussed. The author argues that “[t]he nine Indian digits were totally new, and presented enormous
problems of assimilation.” See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01010. (KP)
#36.3.67
Colomer, Josep M. See #36.3.70.
Dutilh Novaes, Catarina. Formalizing Medieval Logical Theories. Suppositio, Consequentiae and Obligationes
(Logic, Epistemology, and the Unity of Science 7), Dordrecht: Springer, 2007, xii+314 pp. In order to demonstrate the
common ground between medieval logic and logical theories of the 20th century, the author analyzes some important
medieval approaches to three important topics in medieval logic (suppositio, consequentiae, and obligationes). See
the review by Mary J. Sirridge in Mathematical Reviews 2348043 (2009a:01007). (LM) #36.3.68
Hellmann, Martin, ed. Circa inicium algorismi. Die Algorismus-Vorlesung von Nicolaus Matz. Mit dem Faksimile
des Autographen aus der Handschrift D 692 der Nicolaus-Matz-Bibliothek (Kirchenbibliothek) Michelstadt, Michel-
stadt: Stadt Michelstadt, 2006, cxvi+233 pp. Nicolaus Matz (ca. 1443–1513) donated his library to his hometown of
Michelstadt in 1499. Among the manuscripts is a commentary on Sacrobosco’s Algorismus. Although many copies of
Sacrobosco’s text are known, this is only the second commentary published and it provides insight into how the text
was taught in Medieval universities. See the review by Menso Folkerts in Historia Mathematica 36 (1) (2009), 78–79.
(DJM) #36.3.69
Lorrey, Haidee. See #36.3.70.
McLean, Iain; Lorrey, Haidee; and Colomer, Josep M. Social choice in medieval Europe. Journal Électronique
d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 4 (1) (2008), 23 pp. The authors show that the Copeland and Borda
rules of social choice theory were proposed by Ramon Llull (ca. 1232–1316) and Nicholas of Cusa (a.k.a. Cusanus
or Nicolaus Krebs) (1401–1464). They explore the rules for selecting popes and abbots in the Middle Ages. (DJM)
#36.3.70
Moran, Judith Flagg; and Williams, Kim. Una classificazione delle pavimentazioni geometriche realizzate dai
Cosmati [A classification of the geometrical tilings realized by the Cosmati]. Bollettino della Unione Matematica
Italiana. Serie VIII. Sezione A. La Matematica nella Società e nella Cultura 7 (1) (2004), 17–47. The “Cosmati”
are Roman artists of the 12th and 13th centuries. The authors discuss classifying and cataloguing all extant tiles
created by them. A tentative classification (mathematical approach) is given using many examples. See the review by
A.C. Garibaldi in Zentralblatt MATH 1150.01005. (TBC) #36.3.71
Simonov, R.A. Mathematical and Calendar-Astronomic Thinking of Ancient Rus: On Data of Medieval Book
Culture [in Russian], Moskow: Nauka, 2007, 431 pp. A study of the religion and philosophical thought of old Rus
based on the study of old documents. Part I is devoted to mathematical and calendar-astronomical thought. Part II
gives the scientific analysis of the documents presented in Part I. See the review by Roman Murawski in Zentralblatt
MATH 1150.01002. (TBC) #36.3.72
Williams, Kim. See #36.3.71.
See also: #36.3.9.
Renaissance
Fischer, Gisela. See #36.3.75.
Kaunzner, Wolfgang. See #36.3.73.
Luderer, Bernd, ed. Adam Ries and His ‘Coss’. A Contribution to the Development of Algebra in 16th Century
Germany. With contributions by Wolfgang Kaunzner, Hans Wussing, and Bernd Luderer, Leipzig: Edition am Guten-
bergplatz Leipzig, 2004, 137 pp. This book includes contributions by the editors of the 1992 edition of Adam Ries’
Coss, biographical notes on Ries, and an introduction to and commentaries on his Coss. It also contains facsimiles
of selected pages from the Coss and a comprehensive bibliography. See the review by Hans Fischer in Zentralblatt
MATH 1153.01001. (LM) #36.3.73
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313 303Palmieri, Paolo. Breaking the circle: The emergence of Archimedean mechanics in the late Renaissance. Archive
for History of Exact Sciences 62 (3) (2008), 301–346. The author argues against Duhem, that it was the advancement
of an Archimedean approach to the lever, pulley, wheel, wedge and screw, especially in the work of Baldi and Dal
Monte, that laid the groundwork for later development of modern mechanics. Duhem has argued for the importance of
Aristotelian doctrines based on a priori principles. See the review by Teun Koetsier in Zentralblatt MATH 1152.01006.
(DJM) #36.3.74
Schreiber, Peter; Fischer, Gisela; and Sternath, Maria Luise. New light on the rediscovery of the Archimedean
solids during the Renaissance. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 62 (4) (2008), 457–467. The authorship of
40 woodcuts exhibiting Archimedean solids is discussed. All forty are described with copies of 5 of them given.
A tentative hypothesis is that the author is Johann Tscherte (ca. 1480–1552). See the review by Ülo Lumiste in
Zentralblatt MATH 1148.01003. (TBC) #36.3.75
Sternath, Maria Luise. See #36.3.75.
Wang, Zhirong. The research of the thought of mechanics in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci [in Chinese].
Journal of Guangxi University for Nationalities. Natural Science Edition 13 (2) (2007), 16–22. Describes and analyzes
Leonardo’s ideas on mechanics, and traces within them the influence of the Aristotelian tradition. (KP) #36.3.76
Wussing, Hans. See #36.3.73.
See also: #36.3.9.
17th century
Ariew, Roger. Descartes’s fable and scientific methodology. Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 55
(154) (2005), 127–138. The author posits a transition from Descartes’ “use of the fable as an element in his rhetoric of
persuasion” (as in Le Monde – about 1630) “to a necessary component of a deep rhetoric of scientific method” (as in
Principia Philosophiae – 1644). See the review by Gregor Nickel in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01012. (TBC)
#36.3.77
Beeley, Philip. “Un de mes amis”: On Leibniz’s relation to the English mathematician and theologian John Wallis,
in #36.3.91, pp. 63–81. #36.3.78
Blank, Andreas. Dalgarno, Wilkins, Leibniz and the descriptive nature of metaphysical concepts, in #36.3.91,
pp. 51–61. #36.3.79
Bolton, Martha Brandt. Leibniz’s Nouveaux Essais: A contest by dialogue, in #36.3.91, pp. 111–132. #36.3.80
Brown, Gregory. “Is the logic in London different from the logic in Hanover?”: Some methodological issues in
Leibniz’s dispute with the Newtonians over the cause of gravity, in #36.3.91, pp. 145–162. #36.3.81
Brown, Stuart C. See #36.3.91.
Brown, Stuart C.; and Phemister, Pauline. Leibniz and the English-speaking world: An introductory overview, in
#36.3.91, pp. 1–18. #36.3.82
Brown, Stuart C. Leibniz and Robert Boyle: Reason and faith; rationalism and voluntarism, in #36.3.91,
pp. 83–93. #36.3.83
Cardoso, Adelino. See #36.3.90.
Cirino, Raffaele. Dal movimento alla forza. Leibniz: l’infinitesimo tra logica e metafisica [From motion to force.
Leibniz: Infinitesimals between logic and metaphysics], Soveria Mannelli: Rubbettino, 2006, 310 pp. Cirino argues
that, for Leibinz, infinitesimals sit between logic and metaphysics. He also argues that calculus contributed to the
development of metaphysics. See the review by Philip Beeley in Historia Mathematica 36 (1) (2009), 80–82. (DJM)
#36.3.84
Daniel, Stephen H. The harmony of the Leibniz–Berkeley juxtaposition, in #36.3.91, pp. 163–180. #36.3.85
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Devlin, Keith. The Unfinished Game: Pascal, Fermat and the Seventeenth-Century Letter That Made the World
Modern, New York: Basic Books, 2008, 208 pp. The author describes how Pascal and Fermat laid the foundations of
probability theory through studying the problem of how to divide the stakes in an unfinished game of several rounds.
See the review by Fabio Mainardi in MAA Reviews http://www.maa.org/maa reviews/9302.html. (DJM) #36.3.86
Ducheyne, Steffen; and Weber, Eric. The concept of causation in Newton’s mechanical and optical work. Logic
and Logical Philosophy 16 (4) (2007), 265–288. The paper attempts to use “causal dualism” to explain Newton’s
approach to causality. See the review by Leon Harkleroad in Zentralblatt MATH 1148.01004. (TBC) #36.3.87
Hogendijk, Jan P. Two beautiful geometrical theorems by Abu¯ Sahl Ku¯hı¯ in a 17th century Dutch translation.
Ta¯rı¯kh-e ‘Elm: Iranian Journal for the History of Science 6 (2008), 1–36. In 1695, C.J. Voogt included two theorems
by Abu¯ Sahl Ku¯hı¯ on tangent circles in an appendix to a Dutch edition of Euclid’s Elements. In this paper, the author
provides an English translation of the Arabic source (and the Arabic), the Dutch text, an English translation of the
Dutch text and a commentary comparing the Dutch source to the Arabic. (DJM) #36.3.88
Jolley, Nicholas. Locke, and the epistemology of toleration, in #36.3.91, pp 133–143. #36.3.89
Kragh, Helge S. See #36.3.95.
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm. The Art of Controversies. Translated and edited, with an introductory essay and notes
by Marcelo Dascal with Quintín Racionero and Adelino Cardoso (New Synthese Historical Library 60), Dordrecht:
Springer, 2006, lxxii+516 pp. This volume is the English translation of Leibniz’s The Art of Controversies with
comments and notes. (LM) #36.3.90
Pan, Liyun. See #36.3.97.
Phemister, Pauline; and Brown, Stuart C., eds. Leibniz and the English-Speaking World. Including papers from
the conference held in Liverpool, September 2003, Dordrecht: Springer, 2007, xvi+246 pp. This conference pro-
ceedings includes articles focussed on two areas: Leibniz’s interactions with England and with British philosophy,
especially the major influence of Hobbes on Leibniz and Leibniz’ commentaries on contemporary British philoso-
phers; and the later reception of Leibnizian ideas in the English-speaking world, with emphasis on Berkeley, Russell
and Peirce. The articles are listed separately as #36.3.78; #36.3.79; #36.3.80; #36.3.81; #36.3.82; #36.3.83; #36.3.85;
#36.3.89; #36.3.92; #36.3.94; #36.3.96; #36.3.132; #36.3.149; #36.3.164; and #36.3.165. See the review by Pierre
Kerszberg in Mathematical Reviews 2369546 (2009a:01011). (DJM) #36.3.91
Phemister, Pauline. See #36.3.82; and #36.3.94.
Racionero, Quintín. See #36.3.90.
Ren, Ruifang. See #36.3.97.
Ross, George MacDonald. Leibniz’s debt to Hobbes, in #36.3.91, pp. 19–33. #36.3.92
Roveda, Lyndia. From the thorns to the flowers of mathematics: Bernard Lamy and the teaching of science.
Archives Internationales d’Histoire des Sciences 55 (154) (2005), 193–202. Following Descartes, the French mathe-
matician Bernard Lamy (1640–1715) saw mathematics as a way of disciplining and improving rhetorical performance.
See the review by Cristina Irimia in Zentralblatt MATH 1153.01010. (DJM) #36.3.93
Smith, Justin E.H.; and Phemister, Pauline. Leibniz and the Cambridge Platonists: The debate over plastic na-
tures, in #36.3.91, pp. 95–110. #36.3.94
Sørensen, Henrik Kragh; and Kragh, Helge S. Longomontanus and the quadrature of the circle [in Danish]. Nor-
mat. Nordisk Matematisk Tidskrift 55 (3) (2007), 97–118, 144. This paper, while it provides a biographical sketch and
a presentation of Longomontanus’ astronomical activity, mainly deals with his attempts to square the circle exactly.
See the review by Jens Høyrup in Mathematical Reviews 2388203 (2009a:01009). (LM) #36.3.95
Weber, Eric. See #36.3.87.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313 305Wilson, Catherine. Two opponents of material atomism: Cavendish and Leibniz, in #36.3.91, pp. 35–50.
#36.3.96
Xu, Chuansheng; Pan, Liyun; and Ren, Ruifang. A study on Huygens’ 14 propositions about probability [in Chi-
nese]. Journal of Northwest University. Natural Sciences Edition 37 (1) (2007), 164–168. Discusses and analyzes
Huygens’ treatise on probability, focusing on its introduction of the concept of expectation as a crucial step in the
development of probability theory. (KP) #36.3.97
See also: #36.3.9; #36.3.39; #36.3.63; #36.3.100; and #36.3.150.
18th century
Albree, Joe; and Brown, Scott H. “A valuable monument of mathematical genius”: The Ladies’ Diary (1704–
1840). Historia Mathematica 36 (1) (2009), 10–47. The Ladies’ Diary was published annually for 137 consecutive
years from 1704, and included mathematical problems. The authors describe the role the Diary played in the develop-
ment of mathematical periodicals in Britain and its reflection of the changing features of mathematics during its long
existence. (DJM) #36.3.98
Bellhouse, David. The problem of Waldegrave. Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statis-
tique 3 (2) (2007), 12 pp. A problem concerning expectations of players in certain card or board games was published
in 1713 by Montmort, who credited both the problem and a solution to a certain Mr. Waldegrave. The main concern
in this paper is to identify the proposer. See the review by I. Grattan-Guinness in Mathematical Reviews 2365676
(2009b:01008). (AP) #36.3.99
Brown, Scott H. See #36.3.98.
Bullynck, Maarten. Modular arithmetic before C.F. Gauss: Systematizations and discussions on remainder prob-
lems in 18th-century Germany. Historia Mathematica 36 (1) (2009), 48–72. Remainder problems are those involving
remainders after division of an unknown by an assortment of divisors. Bullynck provides some background and a dis-
cussion of the solution method of Bachet de Méziriac of 1624, and then focusses on the treatment of these problems
in 18th-century Germany. (DJM) #36.3.100
Domingues, João Caramalho. The reception of Euler’s works in Portugal [in Portuguese]. Boletim da Sociedade
Portuguesa de Matemática (Special Issue) (2008), 87–111. The author considers the reception of Euler’s work in
Portugal before and after the reformation of the University of Coimbra in 1772. (DJM) #36.3.101
Falkenburg, Brigitte. Intuition and cosmology: The puzzle of incongruent counterparts, in: Carson, Emily et al.,
eds., Intuition and the Axiomatic Method (Western Ontario Series in Philosophy of Science 70), Dordrecht: Springer,
2006, pp. 157–180. The author attempts “to show that for Kant the puzzle of incongruent counterparts which indicates
limitations are due to irreducible non-extensional feature of physical magnitude”. See the review by Pradip Kumar
Majumdar in Zentralblatt MATH 1150.01003. (TBC) #36.3.102
Gribkovskaia, Irina; Halskau Sr., Øyvind; and Laporte, Gilbert. The bridges of Königsberg – a historical perspec-
tive. Networks 49 (3) (2007), 199–203. A discussion of Königsberg including histories of each of the bridges and an
(anachronistic) interpretation of Euler’s work. See the review by Leon Harkleroad in Zentralblatt MATH 1151.01007.
(DJM) #36.3.103
Halskau Sr., Øyvind. See #36.3.103.
Laporte, Gilbert. See #36.3.103.
Malonek, Helmuth R. Infinite series in the work of Euler: Intuition and rigor [in Portuguese]. Boletim da So-
ciedade Portuguesa de Matemática (Special Issue) (2008), 19–33. The author explores some of the infinite series
studied by Euler and analyzes his reasoning in order to defend him from charges of lack of rigor. (DJM) #36.3.104
Mazzone, Silvia. Euler e i fondamenti dell’Analisi [Euler and the foundations of analysis]. Quaderni. Accademia
delle Scienze di Torino 16 (2008), 83–102. The author describes some of Euler’s work on analysis underlying its
306 Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313ground-breaking aspects and focuses on some early and incomplete manuscripts. See the review by M.E. Muldoon in
Mathematical Reviews 2413008 (2009c:01010). (LM) #36.3.105
Morimoto, Mitsuo; and Ogawa, Tsukane. The mathematics of Takebe Katahiro: His three formulas of an inverse
trigonometric function. Sugaku Expositions 20 (2) (2007) 237–252. A brief biography of the Japanese mathematician
Takebe Katahiro and an analysis of his three formulas for the arcsin function. (DJM) #36.3.106
Ogawa, Tsukane. See #36.3.106.
Panza, Marco. Euler’s Introductio in analysis infinitorum and the program of algebraic analysis: Quantities,
functions and numerical partitions, in: Baker, Roger, ed. Euler Reconsidered. Tercentenary Essays, Heber City, UT:
Kendrick Press, 2007, pp. 119–166. In this paper, the author analyzes Euler’s conceptions and classifications of func-
tions as displayed in the first book his Introductio in analysis infinitorum, emphasizing the goal of giving a unified
treatment of algebraic and infinitesimal calculus. See the review by Gregor Nickel in Zentralblatt MATH 1149.01014.
(DJM) #36.3.107
Radelet-de Grave, Patricia. Euler e i Bernoulli [Euler and the Bernoullis]. Quaderni. Accademia delle Scienze di
Torino 16 (2008), 7–42. The author compares the ideas of Euler and the Bernoullis on various scientific topics, using
this as a lens through which to view eighteenth-century mathematics, mechanics and physics. (DJM) #36.3.108
Ren, Ruifang. A comparative study on the differential geometry thought of Monge and Gauss [in Chinese]. Jour-
nal of Northwest University. Natural Sciences Edition 37 (2) (2007), 335–340. Argues that boundaries of solids and
isolated two-dimensional films were the concepts underlying differential geometry in the geometric schools of Monge
and Gauss respectively, and explores the mutual reinforcement of the ideas of these two schools. (KP) #36.3.109
Suisky, Dieter. Euler’s early relativistic theory, in: Baker, Roger, ed. Euler Reconsidered. Tercentenary Essays,
Heber City, UT: Kendrick Press, 2007, pp. 317–376. Euler’s contributions to physics are considered, especially his
ideas on relative motion, observers, invariance of equations of motion, forces, and mathematics and mechanics. See
the review by Cristina Irimia in Zentralblatt MATH 1152.01001. (DJM) #36.3.110
See also: #36.3.63.
19th century
Abel, Niels Henrik. Abel on Analysis, Heber City, UT: Kendrick Press, 2007, 616 pp. The book under review
contains a selection of works by Niels Henrik Abel (1802–1829) dealing with analysis and, for the first time, presented
in English. It includes biographical information on Abel and commentary on the correspondence between Abel and
Jacobi, who each published material on elliptic functions at almost exactly the same time. See the review by Juan
Benigno Seoane Sepúlveda in Mathematical Reviews 2368479 (2009b:01015). (AP) #36.3.111
Binder, Christa. Mathematics in Vienna in the first half of the 19th century. Internationale Mathematische
Nachrichten 195 (2004), 27–35. A description of the mathematics, with emphasis on biographical information, at
the University and Politechnique in Vienna from about 1800 to 1848. See the review by Siegfried J. Gottwald in
Zentralblatt MATH 1148.01006. (TBC) #36.3.112
Caparrini, Sandro. Il calcolo vettoriale di Domenico Chelini (1802–1878) [The vector calculus of Domenico
Chelini (1802–1878)]. Bollettino di Storia delle Scienze Matematiche 27 (2) (2007), 197–218. The author argues that
Chelini developed many of the core ideas of vector calculus between 1838 and 1868, but that his work was soon
forgotten after his death. (DJM) #36.3.113
Denis, Daniel J.; and Docherty, Kara R. Late nineteenth century Britain: A social, political, and methodological
context for the rise of multivariate statistics. Journal Électronique d’Histoire des Probabilités et de la Statistique 3 (2)
(2007), 41 pp. The authors trace the beginnings of multiple regression techniques to the criticism by Charles Loch of
the work of Charles Booth in The Aged Poor in England and Wales. Loch was opposed to the conclusions Booth drew
from his study and challenged the conclusions by challenging the methodology, raising awareness of the inadequacy
of then-current techniques. (DJM) #36.3.114
Docherty, Kara R. See #36.3.114.
Abstracts / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 293–313 307Fedele, Renato. From Maxwell’s theory of Saturn’s rings to the negative mass instability. Philosophical Trans-
actions of the Royal Society of London 366 (1871) (2008), 1717–1733. This paper discusses the impact of Maxwell’s
theory of Saturn’s rings on subsequent studies and recent developments of the subject. (LM) #36.3.115
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